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Splitting an Invoice 
You may need to split an invoice after you upload it as they may contain line items that need to 
be processed differently. You can split your invoices in efish once you upload them correctly by 
following these steps: 
 
1.  Make sure your file has multiple Pages: an invoice can only be split if there are multiple 
pages when uploaded. This means if you upload a file with only one image you will not be able 
to split it. You must upload at least 2 images or pages within one file (they can be the same 
image twice.) upload your file by navigating to [Accounting > Invoice Upload] and clicking on 
the blue [Add to Queue] button. (see the Invoice Upload How to here, for more details on 
uploading your invoice.) When you are finished uploading your invoice note the “Log ID #” 
found in the far left column of the Invoice Upload Page in order to be able to easily find it in AP 
Processing.  

 
 
2. Locate your Invoice in the Coding Section: Once you have uploaded your invoice navigate 
to [Accounting > AP Processing > Coding Tab] and find the Invoice (most recently uploaded 
invoices will appear at the end of the list in the coding section) use the “Log ID #” as it should 
match the one shown when you uploaded your Invoice. 

 
  

https://www.pointblanksoftware.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Invoice-Upload-v.1.pdf
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3. Splitting the Invoice: Once you have located the correct invoice in the coding section of AP 
Processing, click on the green [Split Icon] under the [Actions Column] on the left. As shown 
below. This will prompt a pop-up when the invoice pages split.  

 
Note: if you need to merge any of 
the pages of your invoice do this 
before splitting them by clicking 
on the [Check boxes] under 
each page that you wish to 
merge and clicking [Merge 
Selected Into One Invoice] then 
proceed to the next step. 
 
For example: If you are splitting 
an invoice that has 5 pages but 
page 1 and 2 should be the 
same invoice, Click the [Check 
boxes] under page 1 and 2, then 
click [Merge Selected Into One 
Invoice] This will merge just 
those 2 into one invoice and then 
you can proceed to split the rest 
of the invoice.  

 
4. Without checking off any of the check boxes under the separated images click the [Finish 
(Remaining Images with be Separate Invoices)] button at the bottom of the pop-up.  
 
This will create separate invoices (one per page) in the coding section which can now be coded 
separately as needed.  
 
 
 
 


